
 
 

Hear the Buzz on the       
         Fine and Practical Arts at RES 

 

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC with Dr. Rodgers    

3rd Grade String:  Students have just begun to learn how to use their bow with proper bow hold at 

the frog. (They would be happy to show you their frog) They have become experienced at both 

using the bow and the technique of pizzicato to perform Twinkle Little Star and the D Major scale 

from memory. They have completed reading simplified notation in their Strictly Strings book and 

started to read and play Jingle Bells using traditional notation and the 5 lined staff.  They have 8 

songs in their repertoire.The Third Grade Orchestra performed an interactive concert called 

“Music for Little People” for the prekindergarten and preschool classes. We are always working on 

our posture, steady beat and tone! 

4th Grade Band:  Students have learned to read and play 6 notes in their appropriate clefs. They 

are able to articulate them in a variety of rhythms including whole, half, quarter, and eighth notes. 

They can identify and count out whole, half and quarter rests while learning to keep a steady beat. 

They have mastered "Hot Cross Buns” and are now learning songs such as "Au Claire de la lune,” 

“Merrily We Roll Along"  and “Jingle Bells.” The Fourth Grade Band is preparing a program to 

perform in the cafeteria for the second grade during lunch. 

4th Grade Orchestra:  Students have begun their 7:00 am rehearsals. They are rehearsing the 

songs in their binders that are on the program for our annual December Concert at Meadow Ridge. 

This program is held during the school day and is an outreach to our senior citizens at this festive 

time of year. Fourth grade string students are working on using a variety of bowings that are 

included in their intermediate level music. They have been working on 4 finger exercises to help 

their intonation and are beginning to learn to hear and play accidentals which are inherent in  minor 

and modal keys. 

 

ART CLASSES with Mrs. Holden       

Pre School: In preschool art, The National Visual Arts Standards are introduced in an age 

appropriate curriculum. Students in Ms. Cerrone’s and Ms. Huggler’s classes are learning to 

recognize art in their environment, as they look at and respond to art reproductions, such as 

Vincent van Gogh’s sunflower and Claude Monet’s water lily paintings. Students are inspired to 

create while looking at famous artwork, children’s literature, and nature. They enjoy exploring art 

techniques such as watercolor, clay and collage as we integrate science and music into their lessons.  

Pre-Kindergarten: Art Specials are an exciting time for Mrs. Quinn’s and Mrs. McGee’s classes. 

Students have been learning about art and friendship with the book, “Painting the Wind”. We have 

created a sunflower mural that is on display in RES. Students have also been looking at different 

styles of art, and have been creating collaged fall leaves, pumpkin paintings and water lily ponds 

while learning new art techniques.  



 
 

Kindergarten: We have been busy in kindergarten learning about The Elements of Art with shapes 

and color. Students have completed a collage of healthy food baskets and a pumpkin patch, using 

shapes and cut paper. They are now learning about ceramics by creating a glazed pinch pot.  

1st Grade: In art special, first grade students continue to build on the art skills, techniques and 

concepts that were introduced in preschool - kindergarten. For our Fall Projects students are 

learning about the Elements of Art: color, shape and form. We have created fall leaf pictures and 

beautiful ceramic leaves that are on display in RES. Students are happy to be learning and creating 

in art class! 

2nd Grade: This year we started with a texture unit that explores different types of ocean life 

with a paint dot and cut paper collage. These colorful creations show the artistic ideas of our 

students. After learning about blending colors with a Thanksgiving oil pastel landscape, students are 

completing a beautiful fall tree painting. The imagination and creativity of the students is evident in 

all of these artworks. 

3rd Grade: Students in third grade art have been learning how to draw birds in our first collage 

and painting project. We have continued to explore landscapes inspired by the hills and barns of 

Redding while learning about Bark Paintings of Mexico, with a collaborative art project that 

connects students with art history and culture. Our group project encourages cooperation, sharing 

of ideas, kindness and respect. 

4th Grade: Students in fourth grade have been creating collage silhouette paintings with the 

Element of Art Shapes, while exploring the themes of negative and positive space, contrast, unity, 

and balance. Students are now inspired by the French impressionist artists, and are creating a 

colorful fall painting while learning new art techniques. Students have been creating beautiful 

paintings using warm and cool colors, with a watercolor-resist technique. They are responding to 

their own and others’ artwork with respect and kindness in art critiques. 

GENERAL/CHORAL MUSIC  with Mrs. Weiss   

Pre-K:  Classes started the year learning about the different ways we use our voice … speaking, 

outside, whispering and of course Mrs. Weiss’s favorite, the singing voice! The children got to meet 

Hoppy the Magical Kangaroo who helps them with their singing voices. Alice the Camel, 5 Little 

Sausages and Johnny Works with One Hammer got our voices singing, our fingers counting and our 

bodies moving! Pumpkin Round and Fat was a Halloween favorite for singing and movement as well. 
December will be filled with Jingle Bells to be sure! 

Kindergarteners:  Kindergarteners also started the year learning about the ways we use our voice 

… speaking, outside, whispering and of course Mrs. Weiss’s favorite, the singing voice! The children 

got to meet Hoppy the Magical Kangaroo who helps them with their singing voices. They are now 

masters of two patriotic songs, America the Beautiful and This Land is Your Land and sang them 

beautifully for our honored guests at our Veterans Day ceremony. Other autumn favorites included 

Hop Old Squirrel where we were able to improvise our actions to match what we saw in nature and 

Gray Squirrel where we began to identify the pattern in song phrases (same/same/different/same). 

This skill will become invaluable moving forward into more complex tunes. We have spent the 

greater part of the fall taking a ‘virtual field trip’, aka Going to the Farm. All the animals there had 

fun songs and played various classroom rhythm instruments. We got to play the instruments as well! 

Grade 1:  Students began the year by ‘singing and playing’ the fun book Here We Go ‘Round the 

Mulberry Bush.  We reviewed favorite patriotic songs and gained experience in solo singing & 

improvisation with the tunes No More Pie, John the Rabbit  and Thanks a Lot. Audiation skills (magic 



 
 

lips, aka singing inside your head) were honed with The Apple Tree while classroom instrument skills 

were practiced using the fun poem Once I Saw a Birdie. We practiced keeping a steady beat using 

the song Pass the Pumpkin. Now we are preparing many new songs to celebrate the holiday season! 

We will also be learning how ‘ballet’ is a story told through music and dance with NO words. As you 

can imagine, The Nutcracker will be alive and well! 

Grade 2:  Students have honed their listening skills using games, songs and poems to hear rhythm 

patterns. Miss White and Avignon have prepared them to listen for familiar patterns when we play 

the Poison Pattern game. This exercise has been a particular favorite with the students. They must 

echo clap various patterns from Mrs. Weiss EXCEPT for the Poison Pattern.   2nd graders are 

primed and ready as we will soon begin reading music notation! While reviewing patriotic tunes, we 

learned the history behind one of our favorites, America the Beautiful. Did you know this song was 

originally written as a poem by Katharine Lee Bates? Just ask us about her fantastic cross country 

journey!  We practiced our audiation skills (singing inside your head) with a fun tune, Late One 

Night, learning all about Mrs. O’Leary and her cow! Harmony has been the word of the fall and 2nd 

graders are becoming masters at part-singing using the songs My Paddles and Land of the Silver 

Birch.  

Grade 3:  Students have been busy reviewing rhythm notation skills learned last year (quarter & 

eighth notes are known as ‘du’ & ‘du-de’ and quarter rests are demonstrated as silent hands 

forward). We are looking more deeply into how these rhythms become songs and poems like Bow 

Wow Wow, and Avignon. Even some of our favorite Thanksgiving foods had rhythms … ask us to 

translate ‘pumpkin pie’’ into our rhythm language! Harmony abounds in Grade 3, both singing in 

rounds like Ghost of John and in ostinato work. An ostinato is simply a repetitive phrase that 

accompanies a tune or chant.  GRADE 3 TIP classes have just began and will focused on the history 

of our great state Connecticut through song. Do you know the name of the first European explorer 

to discover the Great Tidal River known as Quinnenhtukqut? Ask any 3rd Grader and they can tell 

you! 

Grade 4:  Students worked on part singing for Peace Day (Shalom Chaverim & Peace Round) as well 

as with rounds like Ghost of John & Thank You. Maintaining a steady beat was a challenge when we 

sang the nonsense verse BoboSkiAden and added a complex hand clapping pattern. Cumulative 

ostinato work during the Halloween season had us Going to a Haunted House with friends like 

‘playful little goblins’ and ‘Count Dracula’ among others. Using this fun song, we also discovered we 

could transfer spoken ostinatos to classroom instruments … “if you can say it, you can play it!” And 

speaking of instruments, 4th graders are getting their recorder chops back and are learning to read 

songs from the musical staff. Finally, the entire 4th Grade has completed the Artist in Residence 

Program and have written a fantastic tune in conjunction with Mr. Kevin Briody. We will rehearsing 

it in music class and recording it shortly. Can’t wait! 

● The Orff Program has returned to RES this year and there are over 40 students in Grades 

2-4 making wonderful music before and after school each week. The Orffins (Grade 2) 

meet in an experiential setting to play instruments, learn songs and chants and create music 

of their own. Orff Out (Grades 3&4) recently performed at New Pond Farm’s “Caroling with 

the Animals!” 

● The RES Chorus Program is as strong as ever. Grade 2 Chorus is a new addition to our 

program this year and the students are gaining valuable experience singing in a choral 

setting where each voice must be strong and true, yet blend together to create a unified 

sound. They will be caroling for the Assisted Living & Health Center facilities at Meadow 

Ridge after school on December 18th. Grades 3&4 Chorus is an amazing group of 42 (yes 

you read that right, 42!) singers who have been rehearsing to perform in the Annual Meadow 

Ridge Holiday Concert & Sing Along on December 19th.  



 
 

 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION with Mrs. Emerito and Mr. Indorf 

It has been a fun and exciting start to the 2018-2019 school year in Physical Education. 

PreK: In Mrs. Rohr’s and Mrs. McGee’s classes, students attend PE class twice a week and have been 

learning about moving their bodies safely in the Little Gym and the Big Gym. They have been 

participating in a variety of movement exploration stations on the Little Gym equipment. In the Big 

Gym, they have been learning about personal space and locomotor movements (i.e. walking, running, 

skipping, jumping) through a variety of activities and small group games. 

Kindergarten:  Students in Kindergarten began the year learning about personal space and managing 

their bodies safely in the Little Gym and the Big Gym. They worked on developing their locomotor 

skills (i.e. walking, skipping, jumping, galloping) through a variety of games such as tag games, 

locomotor license and locomotor go-fish.  

Grade One and Two:  Students began the year with a Recess Games unit where they learned a 

variety of games they could play during their recess time. They have also been working on 

developing their movement skills in the Little Gym and their locomotor skills in the Big Gym by 

participating in small group activities and games. 

Grade Three and Four:  Students started the year with a few group games and then transitioned 

to fitness training for the CT State Physical Fitness Assessment which they have now completed. 

The students did an amazing job this year! We are so proud of all their effort! They are enjoying 

participating in many cooperative group games. 

All the classes enjoyed the Halloween House during their weekly PE classes at the end of 

October and are now enjoying the start of the Renaissance Unit in the Little Gym! 

 

LIBRARY LEARNING COMMONS with Mrs. Peronace 

In the RES Library Learning Commons, reading, learning, building, and 

creating are coming alive!  In addition to updated, engaging, diverse book 

opportunities, Maker/STEM stations are up and running.  Stations provide 

students the opportunity to build with Legos, magnetic ramps, and blocks; 

create with 3D pens, rainbow looms, and sewing materials; and explore 

with chromebooks, iPads, and robotics.  Students enjoy developing personal 

learning creations and place them on display for others to enjoy. 

 

Preschool and Prekindergarten:  Students enjoyed observing the use of the book scanner that 

checks books into the catalog system.  We located the barcode on our books and listened for the 

beep when books were scanned into the computer.  They have also learned information by listening 

to books about cows, goats, and pigs during our Farm Unit.  This month we learned about the color 

purple by listening to the book Harold and the Purple Crayon and Purple Little Bird.  We are 

beginning to explore Library Maker/STEM centers, where we practice safe and cooperative ways to 

play and learn about our world through building and making. 

Kindergarten:  Kindergarteners began the year learning how to use a bookshelf marker and how it 

helps us learn to look for and return books to the shelf in an organized manner.  The shelf markers 

are also a tool for checking out the books at the circulation desk because they are equipped with 



 
 

their individual barcode for scanning purposes.  We have compared fiction and nonfiction books and 

discussed their different features.  We have discussed Just-Right-Books versus Interest Books, 

and children are encouraged to check out one of each for a well rounded literary experience.  This 

month we are in an author study where we read and listen to books written by Mo Willems, and we 

drew his characters Pigeon and Piggie to create a class book to keep in their classroom reading 

library. 

1st Grade & 2nd Grade:  September began with a review of book care, practicing good habits of 

technology and recalling library expectations.  Students explored the theme of friendship by 

listening to books that contain characters who model ways to be kind to others.  Second graders 

have also explored calming strategies to use when feeling levels of stress or anxiety as a way to 

address the Social Emotional needs of young children.  We have listened to many stories that have 

characters who cope with stress in healthy ways.   

3rd Grade: & 4th Grade:  Students continue to have conversations about digital citizenship, and 

the proper use and handling of technology.  We reviewed the ER9 Acceptable Use Policy and 

discussed allowed and not-allowed websites that are able to be visited at school for learning 

purposes.  Third and fourth graders used Google Drawing and created digital pieces of work.  Third 

graders created a digital drawing of the things they are thankful for, while fourth graders 

developed a Vision Board of things that represent themselves and their interests.  These electronic 

pieces will become part of each Fourth Graders Google Site that they will create and present to 

parents during spring conferences later in the year.   

Please visit the RES Library Learning Commons website for more information. 

http://bit.ly/2xMu0rG  

 

SPANISH with Senora Vega  

Can you believe we are already in December? Time definitely flies when you are having fun and 

working hard, as all of the students in Spanish class have been doing recently! 

First & Second Grade: So far, the first & second graders have danced, sang and played their way 

to be exposed to most of the vocabulary they will learn this year. 

This week the students have been very engaged in learning a new song “Cinco Calabazas.” They love 

acting out feelings and singing along. Our next lessons will include family and weather vocabulary. 

Our second graders will also start learning the parts of the house. 

Below please find the links to songs we have used in class, in which the students had fun learning 

some vocabulary and common phrases. Ask your child to teach it to you if you have time!  

What is your name? (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8vSKZl7Nd8) 
How old are you? (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfpFDOS34yU) 
Colors & Numbers (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiNFXntWOJw), 
Days of the week ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7mm8MC1MgY) 
Parts of the body (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxQOHkjuybw) 

Third & Fourth Grade: Students have been working on classroom vocabulary, responding to 

different question words (¿Quién?, ¿Dónde?, ¿Cuándo?), likes and dislikes, and learning to write and 

structure simple sentences. They had a lot of fun drawing and writing descriptions about their own 

monsters during Halloween.  In third grade this month we will be talking about family and home. 

Fourth graders will be working on additional ways to express time and talk about food. Overall, they 

are doing a super job getting comfortable hearing and using a ton of Spanish!  

http://bit.ly/2xMu0rG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8vSKZl7Nd8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfpFDOS34yU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiNFXntWOJw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7mm8MC1MgY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7mm8MC1MgY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxQOHkjuybw

